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Introduction
When twenty year old lesbians are in the mood for a tight younger playmate they each become a
Lesbian Teen Hunter. Working alone or in teams, these older dykes seek out and find younger lipstick
lesbos for some deep tongue and finger-fucking action! This is one of the best sites on a very good porn
network.

Adult Review
Lots of men and women enjoy watching teen lesbians sharing wet kisses, lots of tongue action and plenty of warm loving
moments with each other. However, what happens when a teen lesbian gets a little older and becomes a lesbian MILF? That's
where every Lesbian Teen Hunter comes from!
  
  This site is part of a gigantic porn network and joining it gives you full access to 66 exclusive movies along with all the
other Included Sites listed on the right side of this review. That's an amazing amount of content and it's available in quality
480x360 downloadable scenes, or if you prefer you can watch all the action online with Flash video instead.
  
  Along with each weekly update you also get access to a full set of photos taken during the scene and a second set of high-res
studio photos as well which is great if you want to see even more of the sexy pornstars featured on the site.
  
  Each scene follows an experienced lesbian in her quest to find new talented ladies to help her satisfy her lesbian desires.
Some scenes feature whole packs of dykes finger-banging each other in girlbangs well worth watching.
  
  Priced at $29.98 per month, with all the included sites in their gigantic network, Lesbian Teen Hunter is as big a bargain as
you will find when looking for quality vagina online. They have a limited trial as well but it doesn't give you full access so
skip it and get all the moist lesbo sex that these ladies offer. It's a soaking wet good time!
  

Porn Summary
With so many lesbian sites online these days, it sure is nice to find Lesbian Teen Hunter giving a new angle to the niche.
Older lesbians picking up younger ones for group sex is a great way to package all this pink pussy for your viewing pleasure!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Sexy mature lesbians love to lick and flick their younger friend's clit!'
Quality: 86  Updates: 85 Exclusive: 84 Interface: 84
Support: 85 Unique: 79    Taste: 83        Final: 84

Porn Sites Included
Casting Couch Teens (86) ,Tinys Black Adventures (85) ,Big Cock Teen Addiction (85) ,Mr Big Dicks Hot Chicks (85) ,Please
Bang My Wife (84) ,The Big Swallow (84) ,Bus Stop Whores (78) ,All Reality Pass (Preview) ,Coeds Need Cash (Preview) ,I
Spy Cameltoe (Preview) ,College Teens Book Bang (Preview) ,Mr Chews Asian Beaver (Preview) ,Giants Black Meat White
Treat (Preview) ,Pimp My Black Teen (Preview) ,Teeny Bopper Club (Preview) ,Panties AND Fannies (Preview) ,Horny
Spanish Flies (Preview) ,MILFs In Heat (Preview) ,Round Mound Of Ass (Preview) ,Barefoot Maniacs (Preview) ,Blind Date
Bangers (Preview) ,Big Tit Patrol (Preview) ,See Her Squirt (Preview) 

Porn Niches
Amateur, Exclusive, Lesbian
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Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.98 Preview: 3 Days for $4.95 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 66
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